The inaugural conference of Docomomo-Israel brings together researchers, architects and educators who explore the role of architecture in introducing modern ideas to the community by design of educational facilities. In presenting new case studies and fresh perspectives, the conference seeks to challenge the established notions of modernism and address its diverse global interpretations, as these were formed in light of educational ideals and cultural themes.

Thursday, May 19, 2016, 9:00-17:00
Technion – Israel institute of Technology, Haifa Israel
Faculty of Architecture and Town Planning, Segoe Building

For a detailed program (in Hebrew) please write to: docomomo.is@gmail.com

Session 1: ideal[istic] education / architectural modernism: Participating in an International Research Community
Session 2: ideal[istic] education / architectural modernism: Forming Local Research Communities I
Session 3: ideal[istic] education / architectural modernism: Documentation and Conservation
Session 4: ideal[istic] education / architectural modernism: Forming Local Research Communities II
Discussion: Dissemination to the Public

Special address by Docomomo international president Ana Tostões

Keynote Session:
Ola Uduku, University of Edinburgh - Modernity, Architecture and Higher Education in Ghana: examining KNUST Kumasi